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Abstract

This paper presents a methodological approach for the engineering of Multi-Agent
Systems using feedback loops as a first class concept in order to identify organi-
zations. Feedback loops are a way for modeling complex systems that expose
emergent behavior by means of a cause-effect loop between two levels called mi-
cro and macro levels of the system. The proposed approach principles consist in
defining an abstract feedback loop pattern and providing activities and guidelines
in order to identify and refine possible candidates for feedback loops during the
analysis phase of the Aspecs methodology. This approach is illustrated by using
an example drawn from the smart grid field.
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1. Introduction

Since the beginnings of the Distributed Artificial Intelligence field, many Multi-
Agent System (MAS) approaches have taken inspiration in metaphors coming
from other domains, such as, for example, control theory and biology. Among
these metaphors, one can refer to: ant colony systems, artificial immune system,
swarming systems and feedback loops.

The aim of feedback loops is, in this case, to allow to define self-organizing
systems. The principle consists of a feedback effect on its own cause. The se-
quences of causes and effects define a loop (called feedback loop). Feedback loops
have already been used in the context of MAS, for example, for applications such
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as manufacturing, collective robotics, simulation and information systems design
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5].

However, although there are many success stories, systems based on feedback
loops remain difficult to analyse and design for any type of application. Indeed,
despite the numerous and important works in this specific field, there are no prin-
cipled approaches that define feedback loops as first-class entities and take them
into account in a strictly defined methodological framework [6]. By first class
entities, we mean an object that can be used and manipulated (intrinsic identity)
in the analysis, design and implementation models.

In this paper, we propose a set of abstractions and a methodological framework
to address this gap. For this, we refer to and change the Aspecs methodology
[7, 8] which is dedicated to the analysis, design and implementation of complex
systems by MAS. The Aspecs methodology adopts an organizational approach,
sets of functionalities are assigned to organizations that accomplish them also by
means of the hierarchical decomposition in sub-organizations (holonic paradigm).
The Aspecs methodology is among the most comprehensive MAS methodologies
[9]. Indeed, assuming an organizational framework, Aspecs provides the concepts
necessary to decompose a complex system. The realization of these systems is
then simplified by an implementation and deployment platform Janus [10], which
facilitates the implementation of the concepts of the methodology1.

The abstractions and methodological guidelines we propose in this paper are
used to analyze and identify feedback loops and organization in self-organizing
complex systems; then, we use them to develop a simulator of smart grids [11]
used as illustration in this paper.

The general principle of the proposed approach is twofold. The first principle
is based on the description of the combinatory automaton from Mella [12]. This
description acts as a conceptualization of feedback loops and is expressed as a
kind of feedback loop pattern. The second principle uses an ontological analysis
of the problem domain of interest. The aim of the ontological analysis is to find
the elements candidate for instantiating the feedback loop pattern. Ontological
analysis has already proven its interest for the analysis and design of MAS based
on self-organizing systems like, for instance swarm systems [13].

The elements resulting from the ontological analysis can be subsequently re-
fined and realized within organizational structures underlying the MAS to-be and

1The interested reader can see the ASPECS website : aspecs.org for more informations, exam-
ples and references
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internal mechanisms of agents.
This ontological analysis is integrated in the Aspecsmethodology as one of its

initial activities. The ontology resulting from this activity is exploited to define
the roles and organizations that will be embodied by the agents.

This paper is organized as follows: some related works are presented in sec-
tion 2, section 3 presents the Aspecs methodology and combinatory automaton
concepts. Section 4 details the approach principles. Section 5 illustrates the ap-
proach with an example. This example is a smart grids software simulator [11]
that results from the presented approach, eventually the section 6 concludes.

2. Related Works

Coordination, regulation and control of agents are subjects of interest for the
MAS community as shown by recent works [14, 15]. The main contribution of
this paper concerns the engineering of systems using feedback loops as a regu-
lation and control mechanism. As such, existing works on feedback loops are
obviously of interest but we will not limit this section to only those works. In-
deed, underlying the concept of feedback loops there are other related fields such
as: Self-organization, emergence and multi-level modeling and control.

The concept of feedback loops is already existing in many disciplines such as
biology and has been used as an engineering principle in control theory for several
decades [16]. In computer science it has been used as a regulation mechanism that
allows the definition and maintenance of a self-organized system. The general idea
is to produce the emergence of a global phenomenon from micro-interactions and
to control these micro-interactions from the global phenomenon level in order to
maintain a satisfying state. In this context, the author of [17] identified the need
of a (positive) feedback in order from a MAS to self-organize instead of simply
producing disorder. [6] presents a survey of existing feedback loops in several
domains related to computer science. Among the identified open issues, two are
of importance for the contribution presented in this paper: the explicit modeling
of feedback loops and the methodological support for system architecture and
design. A possible way of answering these two open issues is to reify feedback
loops as proposed in this paper.

A generic but simple model of feedback loops can be found in [18]. This
model is too simple to act as a reification of feedback loops and is more intended
to reason about feedback loops. [2] contributes to the engineering of intentional
feedback loops for system control but the focus is on information flows within
feedback loops.
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Concerning multi-level modeling and behavior/organization emergence, there
also exist some previous works. For example, [19] proposes a study of multi-level
emergence and contributes to the definition of a modeling approach in this context.
However, the authors do not propose any metamodel for concepts reification and
no methodology.

Some methodologies try to deal with multi-level modeling. Aspecs, integrates
holonic related concepts that allow a kind of multi-level modeling of the system.
However, before this paper, Aspecs provides no support for feedback loops. In the
SODA methodology [20], the authors propose the layering principle in order to
deal with multi-level modeling. The layering principle consists in the abstraction
of the system-to-be in order to manage complexity. Layers can thus be distin-
guished and studied separately. This concept is useful but it does not suppose the
existence of several simultaneous and distinct levels with different timescales or
granularity. Moreover, the layer concept is not present as a first class entity in the
SODA metamodel.

Concerning the holonic field, there are numerous approaches. One can cite
[21, 22, 23, 24]. The Anemona methodology [22] relies on a problem decompo-
sition approach based on a ”divide and conquer” principles. The PROSA model
[21], Cobasa [23] and ADACOR approaches [24] are specific to Holonic Man-
ufacturing Systems and as such make hypothesis specific to manufacturing sys-
tems. These approaches do not integrate the use of feedback loops as a first class
engineering concept.

3. Background

3.1. The Aspecs methodology
Aspecs [7, 8] is a agent oriented design methodology for the analysis and de-

sign of hierarchic multi-agent solutions starting from the requirements analysis to
code production and deployment of the system on a specific platform. The main
principles underlying Aspecs are described by metamodels defining organizational
concepts such as Organizations, Roles, Interactions and Capacities. In this con-
text, an Agent plays roles within organizations. A notion of compound agents is
modeled by the concept of Holon.

In the Aspecs methodology and in this paper we use the term Holon as it
was defined by Koestler in [25]: the term Holon comes from the Greek ’holos’
meaning ’whole’, and the suffix ’on’ meaning ’part’ or entity (for instance as a
proton or neutron is a part of an atom); hence a holon is a whole to those parts
beneath it in the hierarchy but at the same time a part to those wholes above it. A
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holon is an element which can be seen as both a component part of an upper level,
and as a compound of any other (lower level) holons. Therefore, the notion of
holon is inherently recursive and can naturally describe hierarchical systems. This
concept has been adopted by the community of distributed artificial intelligence
as holonic multi-agent systems [26] (designated as HMAS from now on).

The most relevant phases of the Aspecs methodology are:

• the requirements analysis phase, providing a description of the problem
domain from an organizational point of view. It formalizes the available
knowledge about the problem domain within an ontology.

• The agent societies conception phase, that should provide a solution to the
problem described in the previous phase in terms of agents/holons,

• The implementation phase, that describes the architecture of the MAS and
provides the source code of the application.

An extension of the UML modeling language is adopted, and a new UML
profile has been specially introduced.

The first activities of the process are the most relevant for the work described
in this paper. Indeed, these activities prescribe the following work to be done:
initially, the objectives of the application are identified and described in terms
of use cases (first Aspecs activity, Domain Requirements Description), then all
the available knowledge about the problem and its context is conceptualized in a
Problem Ontology Description.

This ontology must provide a first definition of the application context and
of the domain-specific vocabulary. It aims to deepen the understanding of the
problem, and to complete the requirements analysis with the introduction of the
concepts that make up the problem domain and their relations. The Ontology re-
sulting from this activity plays a crucial role in the Aspecs development process.
Indeed, its structure will be critical for the identification of organizations. Ontol-
ogy is described in terms of concepts, actions and predicates. It is represented with
a specific UML profile for class diagrams. This profile is based on a specification
of the FIPA2 organization [27].

The stereotypes defined by this profile are Concept, Action, and Predicate.
Each Concept refers to an entity in the domain of interest during the analysis

phase. These entities can represent: resources, actors, manipulated objects, etc.

2Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents
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An Action represents a treatment or processing in the field of interest. This
treatment or this transformation can also be specified by attributes and operations.
Classes representing actions can possibly be bound by an association to a Concept
performing this action. This association is named Actor. A second association,
also optional, defines a link between an action and a set of Concepts used as
parameters for this action. This association is named Argument.

Eventually, Predicate is used to represent domain knowledge in the form of a
property. This property is expressed by a first-order logic predicate. A predicate
can be combined with a set of concepts which are variables of the predicate.

The Problem Ontology and the requirements allow to identify Organizations
and to produce a first view on the organizational hierarchy that may be further
detailed and extended in order to obtain the global organization exposing the re-
quired system behavior. In order to realize such behavior, it is important to identify
a set of interacting roles. From the definition adopted in [7] a Role is an expected
behavior (a set of role tasks ordered by a plan) and a set of rights and obligations in
the organizational context. The goal of each Role is to contribute to the fulfillment
of (a part of) the requirements of the organization within which it is defined.

Capacities allow Roles to pursue the objectives of the organization they belong
to. In other words, a capacity is an abstract description of the know-how of the
role. An organization is represented graphically by a stereotyped class diagram.
Organizations are represented by packages containing classes stereotyped role and
interaction between roles. Capacities are represented by stereotyped classes out-
side the organization package and linked to the relevant roles by specific relation-
ships.

Concerning the Agent Society Design phase, the main workproduct is the defi-
nition of the MAS architecture or holarchy (if holons are chosen instead of agents).
This holarchy takes the form of a new kind of diagram that is an extension to the
cheeseboard diagram [28]. In this diagram, groups of agents, that are instances
of organizations are represented as ovals with agents inside appearing as skittles
standing on the board and sometimes going through the board if they belong to
several groups. Each agent is tagged with the different roles it is playing. This
diagram is interesting for HMAS as the different levels of the holarchy can be
visualized. For each level, a special group is added for holarchy management as-
pects. This group is composed of predefined roles (Peer, Representative, Head, ...)
that handle the aspects linked to holarchy dynamics. Further details about Aspecs
are not relevant to this paper and will be omitted. The interested reader can find
them in the cited papers.
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3.2. Combinatory automaton
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Figure 1: Combinatory automaton extracted from [29]

The principles we have adopted to define primitive concepts for feedback
loops’ analysis and design are inspired by the work of Mella [29]. In this work,
the author models complex systems as automata called combinatory automata.

In these automata (see Fig. 1), the author distinguishes two levels: the micro
and macro levels. At the micro level, there is a set of individuals or entities, called
agents, exhibiting behaviors. These agents are denoted by ai where i is the agent
identifier ranging from 1 to N. Each agent also has a set of relevant features that
describes it. These features are represented by the pi set. The analytical state
of the system Λ(th) for a given time th (micro-level) is thus characterized by the
set of couple (agent,agents’ features). Each agent ai micro-effect is denoted ei.
The relation between ei and ai is defined by a time dependant function gi. The
behaviors of agents are qualified of micro-behavior and is defined by the whole
set of micro-effects for a given time interval T. The micro-behavior is denoted
A(T ). These micro effects, once combined through combination operation C16i6N ,
produce a synthetic state, denoted X(Λ, th), at the macro level, macro effects. The
combination operation may take several forms, for example, a sum, a product,
average, min, max, etc. The macro effect, observable result of the automaton be-
havior is defined as F(X(Λ, th)) and denoted E(Λ, th). The synthetic state X(Λ, th)
determines the condition that direct the subsequent micro behaviors and forces
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single agents to follow the emergent behavior of the collectivity. This mecha-
nism is represented by the Necessitating factor denoted by N16i6N .This loop from
micro to macro and reverse contributes to the production of a self-organization
mechanism.

The initialization of this kind of phenomenon is either due to chance or a
specific event that triggers the micro behaviors. These principles are illustrated by
the Fig. 1.

In order to illustrate the combinatory automaton concept an example is pre-
sented. This example tries to model the urban settlement phenomenon.

Typically, people needing a house (necessitating factor) search for places that
satisfy some conditions. These conditions may be, the presence of water, roads,
hills, beautiful view, services, etc. If these conditions are met, then a dwelling
(micro effect) is built (micro behavior). Again, there are two possible futures.
First, the dwelling may be abandoned after a while. Second, the chosen location
may be chosen by other persons as favourable (recombining factor). In this case,
the settlement will grow (macro effect).

The rules for Urban Settlement from [29] are thus:
MICRO RULE = NECESSITATING FACTOR - if you need to build a house,

look for favorable conditions; if there is a city there already, we assume favorable
conditions exist; leave your house to your descendants;

MACRO RULE = RECOMBINING FACTOR - the construction of new houses
strengthens the urban settlement; the strengthening and growth of the city are signs
that favorable conditions exist (opportunities, services, protection, etc.), and this
influences the micro behaviors. The older and larger the city is, the greater the
incentive for new arrivals to the area to locate there;

MICRO-MACRO FEEDBACK. CHANCE AND NECESSITY - the city is
the result of individual decisions to build a house in a favorable place; however,
the presence of a city gives information that favorable living conditions have been
found, and this influences the individual micro behaviors (the city itself indicates
the favorable conditions). A city arises ”by chance” but, once begun, the phe-
nomenon is ”by necessity” maintained over time as long as the necessitating factor
operates;

STRENGTHENING, WEAKENING AND CONTROL FACTORS - overcrowd-
ing increaseas in the time needed to cross a town, the desire for solitude, and the
need to preserve the surrounding areas: these all represent weakening factors, and
where these prevail over the need for a community life the ”urban settlement”
combinatory system will not be formed. Instead, a different system would be ac-
tivated that we can call ”maintain-the-territorial-division”. Examples of strength-
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Figure 2: The Invisible Hand by Mella [29]

ening factors are the danger of invasion, tourist attractions, tax incentives for con-
struction, and the supply of attractive urban services. The macro control can act
by means of urban planning; the micro control can influence the desire to live in a
town, or the opposing desire to flee the crowds.

The Fig. 2 describes the simplest model by Piero Mella’s work for illustrating
and describing the activities of Combinatory Systems. A complex system (or a
Combinatory System) may be seen under two different points of view, the system
as a whole (a collectivity) and as the set of agents it is composed of that may
expose behaviors. Furthermore, the behavior of the complex system may be seen
from two points of view, the macro and the micro one. The macro behavior de-
rives from the combination of micro-behaviors that produce micro effects and the
recombining factors present in the environment; the system produces the macro
behavior (or macro effect) by recombining the micro effects on the basis of a set
of recombining factors deriving from the environment (for instance: rules, con-
straints, algorithms, etc.). Once recombined, the micro effects produce the macro
behaviors and their macro effects that, influenced by the necessitating factors such
as obligation, imitation and so on, force agents to adapt their micro behavior. The
complete self-organizing behavior of the complex system has to be seen as the
result of the continuous feedback between micro and macro level.

The aim of our work is providing a means for identifying FLs during the Anal-
ysis phase of Aspecs and then using them for identifying organizations in a new
way. For doing this, it is necessary to have a representation of feedback loop
using terms and concepts of the Aspecs ontology, hence concept, predicate and
action. First of all, we may notice that the following elements have to be repre-
sented: agents, collectivity, micro and macro effects, micro and macro behavior
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and recombining and necessitating factors.
In the following sections we illustrate where and how we extended Aspecs in

order to include the FL in the design with Aspecs of systems exposing emergent
behavior.

4. Approach principles

4.1. Overview
The principles of the approach proposed in this paper consist in (i) identifying

concepts that are candidates for feedback-loops, and (ii) providing the necessary
methodological activities and guidelines that will refine them down to organiza-
tional structures that will be later deployed as an HMAS. The starting point for
that is to consider the conceptual model of the problem resulting from the Problem
Ontology Description.

When analyzing a system, and particularly in the description of the domain
ontology corresponding to the result of the POD activity, a number of items may
be identified as candidates for inclusion in the feedback loop. Thus, POD con-
stitutes the way to fill the methodological gap for identifying feedback loops as
a first class entity. First of all, in order to identify feedback loops (FLs) in the
POD we need an abstract representation (or meta-representation) of it, here the
rationale of FLs is represented through the same elements used in the POD.

4.2. FL Abstract Representation
Fig. 3 shows a feedback loop by means of concepts and actions; FL, firstly,

requires the presence of at least two levels of description: a macro and a micro
level. These two levels may be embodied in the domain ontology by a composi-
tion of concepts. The concept corresponding to everything belongs to the macro
level and the concept compound belongs to the micro level. In each level, one
must distinguish acting entities or actors. An actor (or set of actors) belongs to the
macro level, ActorMacro in Fig. 3, and a set of actors belong to the micro level,
ActorMicro. Each of these types of actors can perform actions. Micro level actors
(ActorMicro) exercise action triggered by the necessitating factors and produce
a result set (one per player) which are represented by the concept of influence.
This influence (or set of influences) is the parameter of the action of the macro
level actor (ActorMacro). This action is triggered by recombining the result of
ActorMicro action and some external factors. The result of recombining is rep-
resented by the reaction concept that is taken as an argument by the necessitating
action.
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Since ActorMacro and ActorMicro expose what Mella calls macro behaviors and
micro behaviors, in our abstract representation, they are the actors of two actions,
we called them macroBehavior and microBehavior. These two actions, respec-
tively, have two resulting concepts: the macroEffect and the microEffect.

In Mella’s work microEffects are recombined with recombining factors in or-
der to produce the collectivity’s macro behavior. We model this situation by using
a predicate (Recombining) that has both microEffects and the RecombiningFac-
tors as arguments and is at the same time argument for macroBehavior action. The
same, has been made for the Necessitating predicate whose aim is to model the
other arch of the loop. It has two arguments: Necessitating Factors and macroEf-
fect, and is an argument for microBehavior action. Necessitating and recombining
predicates are used to model the “invisible hand” that guides the behavior of the
single entities and of the whole; from the work of Mella it arises that combinatory
system behavior is guided by some kind of reasoning entity that, on the base of the
result of its reasoning, triggers the actions of the micro actor or the macro actor.

A first step towards the identification of all the elements to represent in what
we call a feedback loop abstract representation (see Fig. 3) was to represent the
actors of combinatory system. Actors, and specifically the concepts ActorMacro
and ActorMicro, respectively model collectivity and single agents, hence entities
in the domain (concepts). Moreover, referring to the principles given by Mella,
we may represent both ActorMacro and ActorMicro as belonging to the same
organization.

4.3. Conceptual model validation
In order to asses our theory, we applied the FL abstract representation to the

Mella’s combinatory systems example used in the previous section: the Urban
Settlement phenomenon. We realized that all the concepts he presents may be
represented with our FL abstract representation.

The Urban Settlement example - Fig. 4 shows this system of accumulation ex-
ample. Modeling the urban settlement domain implies to consider concepts such
as a city that is a specialization of urban settlement, citizens aggregating society,
favorable conditions that may be specialized in services opportunities and so on.
The act of building a house is triggered by the “need for dwelling” predicate that
has favorable condition and city as arguments, the meaning of these elements is:
when the “need for dwelling” of the citizen may be accomplished by the fact that
a city already exists and at the same time it offers favorable conditions (the predi-
cate models the act of reasoning of the whole combinatory system) then the Build
action is triggered. The same for the other predicate, if houses and strengthening
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Figure 3: Feedback Loop abstract representation

factors are present, then they can be recombined and result in the city urbaniza-
tion.

Our principal aim is to exploit Feedback loops and especially the FL abstract
representation in a complete agent oriented methodological approach in order to
identify organizations. By using Aspecs, the identification of organization goes
through three different steps (from the Domain Req. Description by means of
Problem Ontology to the Roles and Capacity identification) that result in the de-
composition of behaviors into roles and capacities (see section 3.1). The Problem
Ontology description is the focal point for identifying organizations so we need
a way of extracting and detailing roles, capacities and data starting from each
feedback loop identified in the POD.

As it can be seen in Fig. 3, ActorMacro and ActorMicro perform actions, thus
realizing expected behaviors, hence a Role as said in section 3.1. For each entity
performing actions in the POD we may discriminate two different kinds of roles,
the one relating to process incoming information (performing a kind of sensing
actions) and another one performing the actuating tasks hence modifying one or
more properties of the entities populating the environment (see Fig. 5).

These two different Roles are respectively modeled as Rin and Rout.
Fig. 5 has to be intended as the pattern for the identification of organiza-
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Figure 4: The Urban Seattlement example

tions coming from feedback loops existing in the system. In the pattern, action
has been stereotyped as capacity, indeed capacity represents the know-how roles
have to possess in order to exhibit a specific behavior. Moreover, the flow of
information between roles has been reported taking into consideration both the
direct and indirect communications, data transferred in indirect communications
are represented by association classes; the results of Perceive-Recombination and
Perceive-Necessitation capacities are Perceived Recombination and Perceived Ne-
cessitation that are the data exchanged among Rout and Rin in a direct fashion or
conveyed by the environment thus realizing indirect communications.

The collection of Roles participating both in the Micro and the Macro level
constitutes the feedback loop organization (FL-Organization), indeed from the
definition of organization in Aspecs: An organization is defined by a collection
of roles that take part in systematic institutionalized patterns of interactions with
other roles in a common context. This context consists in shared knowledge and
social rules/norms, social feelings, and is defined according to an ontology.

In the following, we provide the description of the methodological activities
and the guidelines conceived for going from the ontological representation of the
problem domain to the identification of organizations. Moreover, in section 5 we
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provide the results of an experiment that validates the use of the two different FL
patterns for refining the POD in order to identify the organization. We used the
POD coming from an existing project developed by using Aspecs; this POD is not
influenced by the FL concepts and we can reasonably affirm that it is in a form
that is very common, with the level of details that analysts generally reach when
creating problem domain ontology from a textual description.

4.4. Feedback Loop Identification
In order to identify the FLs in this POD we should follow these guidelines:

Guideline 1. Identify among all the concepts present in the POD which of them
can be labeled as Actor; this can be done by considering that Actor is an entity
able to perform some action. Thus, Actors may be identified by looking at concepts
which make some kind of actions.

Guideline 2. After the Actors have been identified, they have to be divided in
(candidate) ActorMacro and ActorMicro; this may be done following Fig. 3, each
time a couple of concepts are Actors and are related by an aggregation relation-
ship they may be labeled respectively as ActorMacro or ActorMicro. If you don’t
find any couple of actors respecting this relationship then you have to consider
each single actor, look at the actions it performs and reason if it can be con-
sidered an ActorMacro or an ActorMicro of a possible FL. Hence, you have to
analyze the POD and, if necessary, refine it. This is the first case of POD refining.
Note that until this point the identified ActorMacro and ActorMicro are only can-
didate one, they can be confirmed after the following guideline has been executed.

Guideline 3. For each (candidate) ActorMacro/ActorMicro search for the action
it performs that may represent a candidate MacroBehaviour (or MicroBehaviour).
This action should produce a concept as a result that (directly or through a predi-
cate) is used as an argument by another action. This action becomes a candidate
for being the MacroBehaviour; a first structure of Fl has been identified.

Guideline 4. Refine the POD in order to insert missing elements of the identified
FL.
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4.5. Identification of organizations
The Organization Identification activity (OID) as defined in the Aspecs process

is based upon the domain ontology. It aims to identify organizations that will be
the basis for meeting the objectives of the system. Fig. 5, illustrates the principles
that lead from the results of the previous activity to candidate organizations. The
idea is to associate an organization to the macro/micro levels corresponding to
the candidates feedback loops. These organizations are not final and may be fur-
ther decomposed or refined in subsequent activities. This skeleton organizational
structure also integrates the links representing the necessitation/recombination re-
lations linking each adjacent level. In this structure, the macro and the micro level
are together represented by organizations.

There are no theoretical limits to the inclusion of cascaded feedback loops.
The following guideline may help in identifying organizations:

Guideline 5. A feedback loop involves defining an organizational structure com-
posed by at least two levels in which each organization at level i+1 incorporates
a (sub-) organization at level i.

4.6. Identification of roles and interactions
Once organizations are defined, the analyst can populate them with interacting

roles. The principle is that each organization includes two couples of roles, Rin-
macro and Rout-macro corresponding to the macro level and Rin-micro and Rout-
micro, corresponding to the micro level of the organization.

Guideline 6. A feedback loop involves two roles at the macro level and another
two at the micro level. Substitute ActorMicro and ActorMacro with the corre-
sponding Rin and Rout and identify the concepts, or data exchanged between them
in order to determine PerceivedRecombination and PerceivedNecessitation. These
concepts, or data, depend on the specific domain context and on the information
roles have to exchange in order to pursue the objective of the organization, hence
in order to transfer the influence between macro and micro level (and vice-versa)
thus realizing the feedback loop.

It is obvious that the proposed organizations are not complete. It may be
necessary to add roles and interactions between these roles in order to meet the
overall objectives of the system. Such roles are problem-specific and may have no
influence or link with the feedback loop.
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4.7. Capacities Identification
A feedback loop involves, for the role corresponding to the macro level (and

the micro level), the presence of two kinds of capacities capable of perceiving
results from the environment and producing the effects MicroEffect and MacroEf-
fect. The idea is that Rin/Rout macro must have the ability to perceive (through
Perceive-Recombination Capacity) the recombining effect and to calculate the
corresponding reaction in the feedback loop, or macroBehavior Capacity and
Rin/Rout micro have the capacity of perceiving necessitating and of transmitting
influences to the macro level, i.e. Perceive-Necessitation and microBehavior Ca-
pacity.

Guideline 7. In each level Rins have the capacity of perceiving the results of the
recombination and the result of the necessitation, hence how the environment in-
fluences the loop; so, looking at the problem and at the recombining/necessitating
predicates, respectively identifies Perceive-Recombination Capacity and the Perceive-
Necessitation Capacity. As regards the Routs, in each level change the macroBe-
havior/microBehavior in the related capacity.

These capabilities can then be implemented differently in the design of agents.

5. Case study

A microgrid is a part of a low voltage electric power system that may in-
clude distributed power generators (and potentially renewable), storage systems
and some of the network users. The problem of energy management in a microgrid
includes many sub-issues such as demand management, production management,
systems management, storage and network stability [30, 31].

There are many solutions for energy management in a microgrid. Each solu-
tion usually deals with a specific problem such as: production planning, quality of
energy, self-healing, adaptation of consumption to production. In all the current
work, the resolution of these problems is still carried out independently. In other
words, there is no unified way to solve a subset of these problems.

The approach incorporating feedback loops allows the introduction of sev-
eral levels of problem within the same network. In order to take into account
all the objectives of smart grids, we suppose that there exist distributed energy
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sources (renewable), storages and controllable devices within homes. These con-
trollable devices are characterized by the fact that both users and some decision
making mechanism can have an influence on them. These devices either sources
or loads can thus be switched on/off, delayed or regulated (by energy produc-
tion/consumption setting) according to a given specific situation.

The economic aspect of the problem naturally separates into two parts. The
producers want to sell at the highest possible price. As the price of energy varies
along time, production should vary accordingly to improve benefits for the pro-
ducers. Consumers, for their part, want to reduce their bills. For this, a system in
each home will take into account the price of energy to switch on or off certain
devices. These decisions must also take into account the needs of users.

Finally, to ensure the viability of the network, a system of stability control is
deployed. This system aims to ensure a continuous balance between supply and
demand.

With these constraints, we can take into account most sustainability criteria.
It remains to define how to group these constraints within the same problem. For
this, we need to define an ontology of this problem.

Fig. 6 shows an example of Problem Ontology Description for the Supply and
Demand Matching problem just described. In this problem, we have identified the
concepts of Grid and Device. A Grid is a power network. Each of these power
networks can be decomposed in smaller networks that can have different charac-
teristics as, for example, a lesser voltage. These smaller networks are represented
by the Microgrid concept. In turn, each Microgrid is composed of elements called
Device. These elements represent electrical devices that either, at a given moment
in time, consume or produce power.

The two types of Device, Load and Source, inherit from Device. A third type
of Device, Storage can either be a Load, in case of charge, or a Source, in case of
production.

In order to work properly, a Grid needs an Aggregator that defines the prices
for the energy flowing through it. The definition of such prices is represented by
the SetPrices action. The Aggregator is the actor responsible for this action. The
parameters that influence this action are the EnergyFlow.

Each MicroGrid, is an open system in the sense that Device can switch on/off

without any reliable prediction mechanism. These devices influence the Micro-
Grid with their respective EnergyFlow which can be either due to production or
consumption. In case of production (resp. consumption) it is a positive (resp.
negative) flow.

Once the Problem Ontology (Fig. 6) has been identified for a domain, the ana-
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lyst may carry on the feedback loop identification activity by following guideline
1-4 and by looking at Fig. 3. The first step is to identify which concepts may
be a candidate actors (Micro and Macro); for doing this let us look for two con-
cepts related by an aggregation relationship. Grid and Microgrid correspond to
this situation. Grid performs an action DefineEnergyPrice that has a result, En-
ergyPrice, and a predicate as argument, ExtEnergyBalance; these three elements
cover the left top part of Fig. 3 and may be candidate for, respectively, ActorMa-
cro, MacroBehavior, MacroEffect and Recombining. In order to close the left arch
of the loop, we consider the arguments of ExtEnergyBalance, SoldEnergy and En-
ergyFlow, and consider them respectively MicroEffect and RecombiningFactors.
Going on in exploring the POD in such a fashion, we identify two overlapping
different feedback loops, they are labeled in red and green color in Fig. 7 and are
resumed in Fig. 8 and 9.

The two loops confirm that the Supply and Demand Matching is a combinatory
system of accumulation, indeed (looking at Fig. 1) the combinatory effect in
the upper loop may result from the MicroGrids’ action, Fig. 8 . Suppose that a
MicroGrid decides (the beginning by chance) to introduce energy in the grid as the
result of negotiating its energy. The new energy sold by each MicroGrid modifies
the energy balance in the grid. This fact provokes the emerging behavior of the
Grid that establishes a new price convenient for selling, hence a macro effect that
forces all the other microgrids to sell energy rather than to store it. Note that in
this case Energy Flow is at the same time Necessitating Factor and Recombining
Factor; this fact does not contradict Mella’s Theory. The accumulation effect is
realized by the increasing of energy flow present in the grid 3.

As regards the second loop (Fig. 9), the combinatory effect of accumulation
is due to the need each Storage has of balancing its internal energy; suppose it
decides to store energy (the micro effect), this fact produces an emerging behavior
inducing the microgrid to have a negative value of sold energy which forces other
Storages to continue in storing energy.

These two feedback loops imply the identification of two different organiza-
tions, illustrated respectively in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. Let us look to the organiza-
tion coming from the upper loop, following guidelines 5-7 MicroGrid and Grid,
respectively ActorMicro and ActorMacro, entail two couples of roles:

3In these example we don’t intentionally deal with the chance that starts the loop and the event
that force the accumulation to stop because we want to point our attention on how we identify
feedaback loop as first class entity in order to identify organizations
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1. Rin-Grid and Rout Grid responsible for perceiving the recombination ef-
fect and actuating the macro behaviour through two capacities, Perceive-
EnergyBalance and DefineEnergyPrice. Moreover, Rin directly communi-
cates to Rout the perceived recombination using the UnbalancedEnergy con-
cept.

2. Rin-MicroGrid and Rout-MicroGrid responsible for perceiving necessitating
effect and exposing the micro behavior through two capacities, PerceivePrice
and NegtiateEnergy. They also directly communicate by involving the Price
concept

An example of the MAS structure of the smart grid is reported in Fig. 12.
This structure is represented using a modified version of the cheeseboard dia-
gram. Each agent in the system plays at least one role inside a group. Roles
are represented using rounded-corner squares. Following Holonic MAS theory,
agents (holons) can be composed of other agents (members). The members are
coordinated using one or more production groups that instantiate an organization.
The top-level agent (holon) plays the “Grid” role and represents the overall be-
havior exhibited by the system. Internally, its members interact according to the
upper-loop organization described in Fig. 10 and tagged “g2b” in the diagram.
Inside “g2b” multiple “Microgrid” holons may interact (only one is depicted for
simplicity). Each “Microgrid” coordinates its members using the lower-loop or-
ganization (Fig. 11). This group is tagged “g1b”.

It is important to notice that agents interact using direct and indirect commu-
nication. Direct communication represents messages between roles as specified in
the organizations. For instance, the “UnbalancedEnergy” message between “Rin-
Grid” and “Rout-Grid” in “g2b”. On the other hand, agents also communicate
indirectly as a result of the feedback loop via their “Perceive-Recombination” and
“Perceive-Necessitation” Capacities (see Fig. 5). In order to represent this com-
plex set of interaction, we use a dashed arrow. For example, the dashed arrow
labeled “Price” in the cheeseboard diagram in “g2b” represents the follow of in-
formation between “Rout-Grid” and “Rin-MicroGrid” in Fig. 10. This flow is
triggered when “Rout-Grid” calls its “DefineEnergyPrice” capacity and finally ar-
rives at “Rin-Microgrid” via its “PerceivePrice” capacity (see right-hand concepts
in Fig. 10).

As described above, agents’ behaviors following a feedback loop pattern are
influenced by direct messages and indirect communications resulting from the
combinatory automaton proposed by Mella. The system presented was imple-
mented and validated in [11]. The validation consisted in comparing the de-
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veloped simulator with SimPowerSystems which is, in the energy community,
a well-known and widely used simulator.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we present an approach for employing feedback loops as a first-
class entity for the identification of multi-agent organizations. Feedback loop (FL)
is a way of modeling complex systems that expose emergent behavior by means
of a cause-effect loop between the micro and the macro levels of the system. The
underlying principle, issued from the work on Combinatory Systems of Mella
[12], is that complex systems which can be modeled as combinatory systems own
two different levels, micro and macro, composed of agents; agents’ behavior at
the micro level influences the agent at the macro level that forces the micro level,
as a consequence, in a continuous loop. The established loop between micro and
macro levels results in the regulation of interactions among different parts of a
system hence the self-organizational trend.

Starting from this theory, we propose an approach for modeling feedback
loops and the related complete methodological procedures. We have firstly il-
lustrated the abstract representation of the FL by means of concepts, predicates
and actions, and then the guidelines for identifying FLs from the problem domain
description (POD) down to the identification of organizations. In order to validate
our proposal, we have used a two step approach. First, the proposed methodolog-
ical approach was applied on the examples used by Mella in his work to assess
that the initial Mella concepts were reproducible by using the proposed approach.
Second, another system, a smart grids software simulator, was analyzed, modeled
and developed [11]. The functioning of this simulator was validated against a
professional electrical simulator.

It is worth noting the important role of the ontology from which candidate FL
are retrieved and the fact that identification of FLs, and then of organizations, has
proven to be advantageous for refining domain description for all those systems
intrinsically exhibiting emergent behavior and for which classical approach are
not natural and intuitive cause the lack of right abstractions for managing their
features.

Future works will consist in refining the presented guidelines and approach in
order to provide guidance and assistance for analysts/designers. Another possible
direction can be the definition of a CASE tool4 supporting this kind of analysis

4Computer Aided Software Engineering tool
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by providing assistance such as semi-automatic detection of FL candidates. Con-
sidering advances within, for example, ADACOR and PROSA, we also plan to
study mechanisms that allow a prediction (or anticipation) of the future state of
the system in order to improve the FLs engineering approach presented in this
paper.
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Figure 5: Aspecs organizational pattern
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Figure 6: Problem Ontology Description for the GRID example
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Figure 7: Problem Ontology Description for the GRID example - Feedback Loops identification
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